
' PREFACE TO STEPHEN JONAS EXERCISES FOR EAR 

I 

First it is to say these Exercises are that, real tibungen not romantic etudes 

designed to tickle a faceless concert hall crowd. They are practice on the 

poet's keyboard, or for study by those who aim to listen like poets to the 

twang of the specific. It is no accident that they are all short, pithy as the 

best of the Anthology, because each focusses one particular sonic or 

rhetorical means (ear is brain, Jonas never lets us forget). 

But these are poems too, poems of a particular kind, nearing (like 

some of Robert Creeley's) the genre that Puttenham calls "Epigramma": 
"in which every mery conceited man might without any long studie or 

tedious ambage, make his friend sport, and anger his foe, and give a prettie 

nip, or show a sharpe conceit in few verses: for this Epigram me is but an 

inscription or writing made as it were upon a table, or in a windowe, or 

upon the wall or mantell of a chimney in some place of common resort, 

where it was allowed every man might come, or be sitting to chat and 

prate, as now in our tavernes and common tabling houses, where many 

merry heades meete, and scrible with ynke, with chalke, or with a cole 

such matters as they would every man should know, and descant upon." 

It is the vernacular, Puttenham emphasizes here, the swing of daily 

speech, that is not imitated but shot straight out, in epigram conceived 

as Jonas makes it (sharpness, delineation, is of the process essential: 

though many of the Exercises are sportive, not a few others put-downs, 

the aim to praise or dispraise doesn't formally so govern). 

A warning: by "without any long studie" Puttenham does not mean 

without work, without school. No one but a poet who has long studied, 

as Jonas has, the ancient lore, listened to music as much as he has, could 
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create such innocent descant, of a simplicity deceptive enough that 

many will falsely conceive anybody can make it this way in poetry. 

II 

Of studying the classics Kung said: 

"Mes enfants, why does no one study the great Odes? ... 

The Odes can exhilarate (lift the will). 

Can give awareness (sharpen the vision, help you spot the 

bird." 
can exhilar_ate, can give awareness 

aut prodesse volunt aut delectare poetae 
aut simul et iucunda et idonea dicere vitae 

The School of Boston, in poetry, middle this century, is an occult 

school, unknown. What literary historian has written of Spicer, Blaser, 

Wieners, Dunn, Marshall, Jonas together? What memorialist recalls 

Dale Landers, dead in Mexico because he couldn't grok the whole truth 

of Jonas' expounding? (The Master said to the Sprout, again E.P.'s 

translation, "Love of boldness without love of study leads to chaos." 

Leads to an OD). What non-epopt understands barreling on the Hill? 

It is a Boston lingo Jonas tunes up in these Exercises, "ev'ry day I 
barn-a-lam-a-lam" (No. XLVII), dirty and fabulous, "black and bare" 

(No. XXVI). And behind the meticulous attention to the scene is an 

awareness of the place of Boston in the twisty course of the Republic. 

The poet, concerned with economics, alchemy, and history, knows of 

the occult Gold buried deep under Trinity Church (Boston State Street 

Trusts shot up the new nation with money and blood, their only 

resistance the Southern agrestic nome they eventually smashed). 

These concerns, however, do not appear as matter in the Exercises 

(as they do appear in Jonas' vast poem or poem-series Orgasms). Here 
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we are shoved directly into the weather of a tawdry night. The ear is 

not instrument to transmute the debased coinage of the Boston tongue, 

nor relume in a dark backward mirror the Nation's ignorance of her 

own bases. It is to play back, and to make up, the ordinary, expose the 

structure of. To spot the bird. 

In these poems in spite of sportive flashes, happy teasings, in the 

end we are made aware it is a lonely unpaid unhallowed job, this 

business of auditing the idiomatic junk of hustled streets, shaping it 

to the purity of song. It is to be a maker in Boston. 
"a hollow. 

victory 

you celebrate 

bird singing alone 

in this cold" 

(No.X) 
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